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The emergence of population biobanks has been of 
immense value to psychiatric genetics, enabling rapid in-
creases in sample size that have partly driven recent ad-
vances in variant discovery [1–3]. The contribution of ex-
isting biobanks such as the UK Biobank has been consid-
erable, while emerging biobanks such as All of Us offer 
future promise. The successful use of biobanks in genetic 
studies has partly inspired the development of large, tar-
geted cohorts for psychiatric genetics, some using the re-
cruitment power of social media. Examples of this include 
the Anorexia Nervosa Genetics Initiative, the Australian 
Sample of Depression, and the Genetic Links to Anxiety 
and Depression (GLAD) study [4–6]. However, several 
aspects of these large-scale efforts present challenges 
when using the data available to capture psychiatric phe-
notypes. In this editorial, I will discuss some of these chal-
lenges with a particular focus on the use of brief pheno-
typing measures. In particular, I will discuss the effects of 
ascertainment biases and measure validity, as well as the 
potential value of biobanks in understanding the genetic 
relationship between disorders. Throughout the editorial, 
I will use examples from my ongoing work related to the 
definition of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in the 
UK Biobank and GLAD.

Biobanks provide the opportunity to assess large num-
bers of people using standardized pipelines, often allow-
ing many different phenotypes to be examined in a con-
sistent manner. However, like most cohorts, biobanks 
suffer from ascertainment biases to varying extents (with 
the notable exception of comprehensive birth cohorts 
such as iPSYCH) [7]. For example, the UK Biobank re-
cruited people aged between 40 and 69 years old in 2007–
2010, who lived within 25 miles of one of the 22 recruit-
ment centers [8]. The initial phenotyping process, while 
carefully designed to minimize the burden on partici-
pants, was nonetheless intensive, requiring several hours 
of travel, questioning, and physical measurements [9]. As 
a result, taking part in the UK Biobank required partici-
pants to have high levels of resources, time, and motiva-
tion to take part. Only 5% of those invited took part, and 
they were typically healthier, wealthier, and more health 
conscious than the invitees on average [10]. The invest-
ment of time and capital needed to participate in the UK 
Biobank is likely to have prevented severely and acutely 
mentally unwell people from taking part. Ascertainment 
procedures in population biobanks may result in affected 
participants with mild to moderate disorder severity. This 
has been demonstrated in several such cohorts [11–13]. 
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Furthermore, the scale of recruitment into biobanks can 
worsen known issues in genetic studies. For example, 
subtle effects of population stratification (where both 
phenotype and genotype vary as a function of geographi-
cal location) can confound analyses at the biobank scale, 
especially when assessing the very small effects of indi-
vidual common genetic variants on psychiatric traits [14, 
15].

A second limitation of using many established bio-
banks is that they were not principally set up to study 
psychiatric phenotypes. For example, the UK Biobank 
was initiated as a study of later-life general health and 
morbidity [16]. Psychiatric phenotyping has become fea-
sible as the UK Biobank has matured [17–20]. Some such 
phenotyping has been achieved through medical record 
linkage, which has numerous complexities beyond the 
scope of this editorial [21, 22]. Much of the rest of this 
phenotyping has been achieved through brief self-report 
questions and questionnaires, which have to be carefully 
designed to minimize participant burden [17]. The valid-
ity of the resultant phenotypes, compared to those ob-
tained through clinical interviews and guided structured 
questionnaires, is a point of contention. In part, this re-
flects the comparison – while clinical interview is often 
viewed as a gold standard, barriers to receiving clinical 
attention may mean clinical diagnoses do not capture the 
full picture of a disorder in the population [23, 24]. It is 
therefore very challenging to determine whether any phe-
notype strategy is ultimately valid. Nonetheless, differ-
ences between clinical diagnoses and brief phenotypes af-
fect genetic studies; this has been clearly demonstrated in 
the case of depression. Cai et al. [20] recently demonstrat-
ed that brief measures used in studies from the UK Bio-
bank appear to capture genetic effects that lack specificity 
to depression and are instead associated with psychiatric 
illness more broadly. As cohort sizes for meta-analyses of 
psychiatric genome-wide association studies (GWASs) 
grow, the primary focus of these analyses will shift from 
discovering associated variants to the translation of find-
ings into biological and clinical value. An increased un-
derstanding of the overarching biology of psychiatric dis-
orders will be invaluable to treatment development and 
refinement, and variants broadly associated with psychi-
atric illness can contribute to this. Conversely, genetics 
could also contribute valuably to distinguishing between 
different conditions; for example, determining whether 
an individual presenting with their first episode of de-
pression will develop major depressive disorder (MDD) 
or bipolar disorder, which have different primary treat-
ment strategies [25]. For genetics to be valuable in this 

way, GWASs must be able to detect distinct associations 
between different phenotypes. Phenotypes that capture 
general psychiatric illness will not contribute usefully to 
such efforts.

Brief measures used to assess psychiatric disorders in 
biobanks may not capture the same disorders as observed 
in the clinic, with implications for genetic analyses. Fur-
thermore, these measures may not be appropriate for as-
sessing these phenotypes in the general population. Many 
people with common mental health symptoms of clinical 
concern do not seek medical help for their symptoms [23, 
24]. As such, extending psychiatric assessment beyond 
help-seeking individuals would be valuable, and wide-
spread assessment in population biobanks offers a means 
to achieve this. However, many of the brief phenotypic 
measures deployed in biobank research were not de-
signed for broad population research, but for assessing 
help-seeking individuals. Taking the example of PTSD, 
the 6-item shortened PTSD Checklist (PCL-C) question-
naire was coopted for use in the UK Biobank. It was ini-
tially designed for assessing PTSD symptoms in a prima-
ry care setting, where it demonstrated good psychometric 
properties [26]. Its use in the UK Biobank is a departure 
from its original intended use. Furthermore, in cohorts 
assessed for PTSD, there is typically a clear focal traumat-
ic event to which the PCL-C assesses psychopathological 
responses. In the UK Biobank, this focus on a specific 
trauma is lost. In this context, there is a risk that these 
questions may be capturing general common psycho-
pathological response to trauma more broadly, rather 
than specific PTSD pathology in the context of a focal 
trauma. This would then have knock-on effects on the 
specificity of genetic associations with the phenotype, 
akin to those noted by Cai et al. [20] in the case of depres-
sion.

We can already assess, to an extent, whether this last 
concern about nonspecificity is realized. In the most re-
cent GWAS from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium 
(PGC) PTSD working group, PTSD from the UK Bio-
bank was defined using cutoffs on the PCL-C [3]. GWAS 
data from the UK Biobank were then contrasted with 
GWAS data from PTSD phenotypes obtained from stud-
ies using clinical interview or guided structured question-
naires from the PGC. Some differences were apparent; for 
example, the heritability of PTSD in men was higher in 
the UK Biobank than in the PGC. However, the genetic 
correlation between the 2 sets of GWAS data was high 
(0.73), and the 2 GWASs were deemed sufficiently similar 
that meta-analyzing them would be informative for un-
derstanding the genetics of PTSD [3]. In further research, 
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we have recently explored how the genetics of MDD in 
the presence of trauma exposure compares to the genetics 
of PTSD, using PTSD data both from population bio-
banks (UK Biobank) and from clinically ascertained sam-
ples (PGC and the Million Veteran Program). We found 
tentative evidence that PTSD and MDD with trauma ex-
posure are genetically similar, but separable [27]. How-
ever, our results were similar when comparing PTSD di-
agnoses from population biobanks and from clinically 
ascertained samples. As such, we provided some evidence 
for a shared genetic component underlying a psycho-
pathological response to trauma, but our results do not 
strongly support the idea that brief PTSD phenotyping in 
the UK Biobank reflects this component more than does 
PTSD phenotyping in clinically ascertained samples. 
Nonetheless, the impact of brief phenotyping in PTSD 
research is still unresolved – there is good evidence of a 
substantial shared genetic component with clinically as-
certained studies, but sufficient differences that further 
research is needed. This is compounded by apparent sex 
differences and differences in the nature of trauma expo-
sure, meaning that careful, stratified studies are required 
to understand the genetic heterogeneity of PTSD [3, 28].

One benefit of the emergence of biobanks is that it 
gives us the possibility of understanding and adapting to 
these challenges. An example of this can be seen in the 
GLAD study. The primary purpose of the GLAD study 
was to establish a recontactable research resource for 
studying MDD, anxiety disorders, and related pheno-
types, including PTSD [4]. Sample recruitment was pri-
marily driven by online advertising through social media, 
overcoming some of the access issues that created biases 
in the UK Biobank (although this recruitment strategy 
creates its own ascertainment biases as well). The baseline 
phenotyping of the GLAD study included the PCL-C 
phenotyping seen in the UK Biobank, but the recon-
tactable nature of the resource has allowed us to also ask 
participants to volunteer to complete the full PTSD 
Checklist, providing us with more in-depth data on these 
participants. Furthermore, we can also recontact partici-
pants for clinical interviews in the future. Traditional 
challenges of genetic epidemiology still apply, including 
the difficulties of getting in-depth phenotyping on suffi-
ciently large numbers of participants to enable well-pow-
ered analyses. Nonetheless, we have the potential to un-
dertake detailed psychometrics on the brief measures 
used in biobanks and to establish key construct validity 
scores for future large-scale research in cohorts contain-
ing nonhelp-seeking individuals. By mirroring the brief 
phenotyping strategy of the UK Biobank in smaller co-

hort samples – amenable to targeted reanalysis using 
more detailed approaches – we can undertake sensitivity 
studies that directly inform the wider use of brief mea-
sures in psychiatric research.

Psychiatric traits are highly comorbid and show con-
siderable genetic pleiotropy. It is therefore an open ques-
tion whether genetic influences on conditions such as 
PTSD and MDD can be meaningfully distinguished, even 
without considering the validity of specific phenotyping 
approaches. Previous research has hypothesized a single 
latent variable, referred to as the p-factor, onto which dif-
ferent psychiatric traits load to varying degrees [29–31]. 
This implies that many genetic variants associated with a 
given psychiatric trait may not be specific to that trait, but 
may instead be associated with psychopathology in gen-
eral. Recent work extends this idea, suggesting that a 
more complex model might be more appropriate [32]. 
Specifically, this work uses genetic correlations between 
GWASs of 11 psychiatric disorders to propose a loose 
4-factor solution, separating compulsive, psychotic, neu-
rodevelopmental/hyperarousal, and internalizing disor-
ders [32]. In this model, PTSD loads primarily on the 
neurodevelopmental/hyperarousal factor (driven by a 
strong genetic correlation with ADHD), but also on the 
internalizing factor. These genetic similarities could ar-
gue for grouping disorders into broad clusters; for exam-
ple, examining MDD, anxiety disorders, and PTSD as 
“internalizing disorders” [33]. In counterpoint to this, 
there are some clear phenotypic separations between the 
disorders, notably the symptom of reexperiencing in 
PTSD, which does not have a clear analog in anxiety dis-
orders or MDD. This argues instead for adopting a symp-
tom-wise approach. This is another strength of detailed 
biobanking. Conducting symptom-level analyses is easier 
when using consistent symptom measurements from a 
large biobank than when using aggregated, disparate clin-
ical studies from consortia. Multivariate methods for 
GWAS built around genetic correlations [32] offer prom-
ise for distinguishing the shared and specific genetic in-
fluences on psychiatric symptoms. This has already been 
demonstrated for genetic influences on distinct symp-
toms of PTSD [34]. Using data from 186,689 participants 
of the Million Veteran Program, shared and distinct ge-
netic associations with the reexperiencing, avoidance, 
and hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD were observed, as 
well as genetic associations with overall PTSD symptoms 
and diagnosis. Furthermore, PTSD symptoms were sepa-
rable from internalizing traits and disorders (anxiety dis-
orders, depression, and neuroticism), and what shared 
genetic component was present appeared to act via hy-
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perarousal symptoms, rather than via reexperiencing or 
avoidance [34]. Biobanks therefore offer the potential for 
robust investigation of psychiatric illness at the symptom 
level.

In summary, population biobanks are of clear value in 
genetic research, providing large numbers of consistently 
assessed participants. Nonetheless, the phenotypes and 
results obtained in these biobanks require careful inter-
pretation and understanding by researchers, especially 
given that it is reasonable to expect that important biases 
will differ between biobanks and between phenotypes. It 
is vital that researchers using data from biobanks under-
stand the particular biases underlying their results and 
contrast their results with data obtained from other 
sources, ideally including studies using more intensive, 
traditional measures. This can provide a triangulation of 
evidence and reinforce conclusions against overreliance 
on potentially biased evidence from a single study [35].

It is also important that researchers communicate the 
biases affecting their work. A paradoxical strength of the 
UK Biobank is that the ascertainment biases it exhibits 
have been widely and openly discussed [8–10, 14–16], 
and so are much better appreciated than those of other 
cohorts. Cohort profiles of emerging biobanks and large 
cohorts should similarly promote their potential biases. 
Researchers working on biobank data should explicitly 
comment on how such biases affected their work and 
should justify the many analytical decisions that are made 
in analyzing such data. Efforts should also be made to es-
tablish large, recontactable cohorts, with parallel brief 
and in-depth phenotyping. These can contribute not just 
from the research they produce, but also from the context 
they give to research from biobanks.

The question is not whether results from population-
level biobanks are useful – the homogeneity and scale of 
population biobank research are evident strengths. In-
stead, the challenge to researchers is to understand the 
nature of the specific phenotypes they study through 
careful research that makes use of those strengths. Popu-
lation biobanks present an important source of data for 
exploring genetic effects at a symptom level. Integrating 
these data with those from clinical studies and large re-
contactable cohorts will yield new insights into psychiat-
ric traits and disorders.
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